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When nature entangles 
millions of particles:   

from quantum materials  
to black holes



Quantum matter: 
ordinary metals, 

and 
strange metals



Copper: ordinary metal quantum matter



Almost all many-electron systems are described by the quasiparticle concept:  
 

a quasiparticle is an “excited lump” in the many-electron state  
which responds just like an ordinary particle.

R.D. Mattuck



Current flow with quasiparticles in Copper



YBa2Cu3O6+x

Cuprate  
high temperature 
superconductors



Julian Hetel and Nandini Trivedi, Ohio State University

Nd-Fe-B magnets, YBaCuO superconductor
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FIG. 2 Measurement of the di↵usion constant (a) and compressibility ((a)-inset) for a gas of ultra-cold 6Li atoms in an optical
lattice, realizing a two-dimensional Fermi-Hubbard model with U/t ' 7.5 at a density n ' 0.825. (b) Reconstructed ‘resistivity’
using Einstein-Sutherland relation. Grey horizontal dashed line represents the estimated MIR value. Theoretical calculations
using DMFT (in green) and the finite-T Lanczos method (in blue) are shown; the band representation indicates estimated error
bars. Adapted from (Brown et al., 2019).
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FIG. 3 Examples of T�linear resistivity extending over a wide range of temperature scales in (a) hole-doped La2�xSrxCuO4

(LSCO) near optimal doping (adapted from (Giraldo-Gallo et al., 2018)), and (b) magic-angle twisted bilayer graphene
(MATBG) near ⌫ ⇡ �2, relative to charge neutrality, ⌫ = 0 (adapted from (Jaoui et al., 2021)). In LSCO, Tcoh can be
inferred to be much lower than any characteristic energy scales by turning on a magnetic field and accounting for the finite
magnetoresistance ((a)-top inset); the variation of the slope (A) on hole-doping is shown in (a)-bottom inset. In MATBG, the
linearity for a range of dopings near ⌫ ⇡ �2 ((b)-inset) persists down to ⇠ 40 mK. Both family of materials also display a
Planckian form of �dc (Eq. 3.5).

associated with intermediate energy scales (and consis- tent with ARPES and ADMR) is used, rather than the

LSCO: Giraldo-Gallo et al. 2018
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associated with intermediate energy scales (and consis- tent with ARPES and ADMR) is used, rather than the

LSCO: Giraldo-Gallo et al. 2018

No quasiparticles ???

Strange
Metal



The Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model 
of quantum matter without 

quasiparticles
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The most remarkable new idea in the quantum theory is the
principle of superposition:

a physical system can be in a
superposition of two (or more) distinct states.



Quantum Entanglement

_

Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen (1935)
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Measurement of one 
electron instantaneously 

determines the state of the 
other electron very far away
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Quantum Entanglement

_

Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen (1935)

Measurement of one 
electron instantaneously 

determines the state of the 
other electron very far away

Spooky action at a distance !



I cannot seriously believe in it because the theory cannot be reconciled with the idea that 
physics should represent a reality in time and space, free from spooky actions at distance

Albert Einstein to Max Born, 3 March 1947
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How about quantum entanglement

of 3, 4, 5, . . .1 particles?



August Kekule, theory of the benzene molecule, 1865
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The ouroboros, Kekulé's
inspiration for the structure of
benzene.

is single half the time and double half the time. A firmer theoretical basis for a similar idea was
later proposed in 1928 by Linus Pauling, who replaced Kekulé's oscillation by the concept of
resonance between quantum-mechanical structures.[14]

The new understanding of benzene, and hence of all aromatic
compounds, proved to be so important for both pure and applied
chemistry after 1865 that in 1890 the German Chemical Society
organized an elaborate appreciation in Kekulé's honor,
celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of his first benzene
paper. Here Kekulé spoke of the creation of the theory. He said
that he had discovered the ring shape of the benzene molecule
after having a reverie or day-dream of a snake seizing its own tail
(this is an ancient symbol known as the ouroboros).[15] This is
likely an example of the exercise of a particular imaginative state,
involving homospatial and janusian processes, followed by
stepwise logical thinking.[16]

A similar humorous depiction of benzene had appeared in 1886 in
the Berichte der Durstigen Chemischen Gesellschaft (Journal of
the Thirsty Chemical Society), a parody of the Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft,
only the parody had six monkeys seizing each other in a circle, rather than a single snake as in
Kekulé's anecdote.[17] Some historians have suggested that the parody was a lampoon of the snake
anecdote, possibly already well-known through oral transmission even if it had not yet appeared in
print.[18] Others have speculated that Kekulé's story in 1890 was a re-parody of the monkey spoof,
and was a mere invention rather than a recollection of an event in his life.

Kekulé's 1890 speech,[19] in which these anecdotes appeared, has been translated into English.[20]

If one takes the anecdote as reflecting an accurate memory of a real event, circumstances
mentioned in the story suggest that it must have happened early in 1862.[21]

He told another autobiographical anecdote in the same 1890 speech, of an earlier vision of dancing
atoms and molecules that led to his theory of structure, published in May 1858. This happened, he
claimed, while he was riding on the upper deck of a horse-drawn omnibus in London. Once again,
if one takes the anecdote as reflecting an accurate memory of a real event, circumstances related in
the anecdote suggest that it must have occurred in the late summer of 1855.[22]

Lehrbuch der Organischen Chemie (https://gutenberg.beic.it/webclient/DeliveryManager?pi
d=6594362) (in German). 1. Erlangen: Enke. 1859–1861.

Kekulé's dream
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Philosophy And Snakes & Ladders
SHARE

Aditi Shah
October 30th 2018

  

Although now popular in its modern, westernized form as a kids’ game, did you know

that Snakes & Ladders traces its roots to a traditional Indian board game based on

religious philosophies? In the original, it served as a lesson in morality. Playing this

game wasn’t just about winning or losing, but finding out how close you were, to

heaven or hell.

It is believed to have been invented by Jain monks to promote the concept of
liberation

The history of Snakes & Ladders goes back around 1000 years to 10th century CE where

it is believed to have been invented by Jain monks to promote the concept of

liberation from the bondage of passions. The game was symbolic of a man’s journey in

life and the design had a few similarities with the ancient Jain mandalas in which

various squares were illustrated with the notions of karma and moksha.

Jain mandala, 16th century CE | www.mfa.org

As the monks travelled with the game, it acquired many regional names like Gyan
Chaupar in northern India and Mokshapat around Maharashtra, along with Leela and

Parampada Sopanapata. Meanwhile, there also developed other ‘philosophical’

variations – a Hindu and a very rare, Sufi Muslim version.

The ladders represented virtues while the snakes represented vices

In the game, the ladders represented virtues such as faith, generosity, humility and

asceticism while the snakes represented vices such as anger, theft, lust and greed. The

last square represented either a God or heaven meaning you have attained liberation.

The ladders conveyed that good deeds lead you to heaven and evil to a cycle of re-

births. The number of ladders was less than the number of snakes, a reminder that the

path of good is much more difficult to tread, than a path of sins.

Support Live History India
If you like Live History India`s work, do consider extending support to us. No contribution is too small and
it will only take a minute. We thank you for pitching in.

DONATE
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In a nut-shell the game was meant to inspire players to introspect rather than

compete with each other.

Jain version, painting on cloth, 19th century

Interestingly, the reason the game pivoted around pure luck was because it was in

keeping with the Jain philosophical notion – emphasizing the ideas of fate and destiny.

This was in contrast to other ancient games such as Chaturanga which needed skill or

Pachisi, which focused on a mixture of both.

The Pahari style of the game could run up to 360 squares

Also, it is to be noted that unlike the 100 squares game that is ubiquitous with the

Snakes & Ladder board game today, there wasn’t any standardization then. The most

common types were 84-square Jain board, 101-square Sufi board and the 72 square

Hindu (predominantly Vaishnav) board, followed by their expanded variants, which in

Pahari style can run up to 360-squares.

Often made simply of painted cloth and sometimes on paper, few boards have

survived from any earlier than the mid-18th century. The iconography on it depicts

cosmological elements, with upper regions depicting divine beings and the heavens.

The rest of the board was covered with pictures of animals, flowers and people.

Gyan Chaupar - 19th century CE | Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Jodhpur

The appeal of this game not only transcended religious boundaries but also

geographical ones. When it was first brought to Victorian England in 1892 for instance,

it was a big hit. Here it was customised to suit Christian sensibilities. The squares of

fulfilment, grace and success were accessible by ladders of thrift and penitence and

snakes of indulgence, disobedience and indolence caused one to end up in illness,

disgrace and poverty. While the Indian version of the game had snakes outnumbering

ladders, the English counterpart was more forgiving, as it contained each in the same

amount. This concept of equality signifies the cultural ideal that for every sin one

commits, there exists another chance at redemption.

Chutes and Ladders which taught kids about good and bad deeds | www.indoindians.com

In 1943, it was rebranded as Chutes and Ladders in the United States by game pioneer

Milton Bradley. Over time, the game was simplified, stripped of moral lessons

altogether and in its recent avatar, it came to be known as Snakes and Ladders.

This game serves as a perfect example of how even a simple game can evolve over

time and space. In this case, also how a profound lesson in morality, became a game

children play.
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Place electrons randomly on some sites

The SYK model
Sachdev, Ye (1993); Kitaev (2015)
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The SYK model
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Sachdev, Ye (1993); Kitaev (2015)
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A. Kitaev, unpublished; S. Sachdev, PRX 5, 041025 (2015)

S. Sachdev and J. Ye, PRL 70, 3339 (1993)

(See also: the “2-Body Random Ensemble” in nuclear physics; did not obtain the large N limit;
T.A. Brody, J. Flores, J.B. French, P.A. Mello, A. Pandey, and S.S.M. Wong, Rev. Mod. Phys. 53, 385 (1981))

U↵�;�� are independent random variables with U↵�;�� = 0 and |U↵�;��|2 = U2

N ! 1 yields critical strange metal.
<latexit sha1_base64="yQteaZaLoEYlztplY68/SkIu+Hc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5HvB9s0savM8oVuT5ii1CiV2awU=">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</latexit>
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The SYK model



A solvable model of multi-particle  
quantum entanglement.

 
Yields a metal in which current is carried  

not by individual electrons,  
but by an entangled “quantum soup” 

The Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model
Sachdev, Ye (1993); Kitaev (2015)



Spin liquids, 
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The dance of electrons on Cu atoms in YBCO

All nearest-
neighbor pairs of 
electrons have 
opposite spins

Antiferromagnetism
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The dance of electrons on Cu atoms in YBCO

Electrons form 
entangled pairs,  

and the pairs 
entangle across 

the entire sample 

Spin liquid
P.W. Anderson (1973)
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The dance of electrons on Cu atoms in YBCO

A spinon: 
an emergent 
particle which 

carries spin 1/2 
but no charge

Fractionalization
Kivelson (1987)
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The dance of electrons on Cu atoms in YBCO

Pseudogap

Small density of 
mobile “holes” in 

a sea of 
entangled 

electron pairs 
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The dance of electrons on Cu atoms in YBCO

Superconductivity

Mobile  
entangled 

electron pairs 
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From the SYK model 
to a theory of  
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Bosonic particle
mediating

electron fractionalization
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• Absence of quasiparticles, as in the SYK model

and the strange metal

• Fractionalization and new emergent particles,

as in spin liquids.

• Higher temperature superconductivity (?)

• A quantum theory of the interior of a black hole.

The many faces of multi-particle entanglement



Black  
holes 



Objects so dense that light is 
gravitationally bound to them.

Black Holes

Horizon radius R =
2GM

c2
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G Newton’s constant, c velocity of light, M mass of black hole
For M = earth’s mass, R ⇡ 9mm!



The supermassive black hole lurking at the 
heart of the Milky Way – Sagittarius A* 
contains about 4.3 million solar masses, 
and, as it turns out, nearly all of the mass 
at the very center of the galaxy.
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R = 1.3⇥ 1011m

⇡ earth’s orbit



What is inside a black hole ???

In Einstein’s theory, all the matter in a black hole collapses 
to a singularity at the center of the black hole. 

Horizon

Matter of infinite density!



What is inside a black hole ???

In Einstein’s theory, all the matter in a black hole collapses 
to a singularity at the center of the black hole. 

This singularity convinced many early on that black holes 
were unphysical solutions of Einstein’s equations, 

and did not exist in our universe. 

In any case, it was clear that quantum theory should be 
applied to the collapsed matter, but no one knew how to. 
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Quantum Entanglement across a black hole horizon
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Quantum Entanglement across a black hole horizon

Black hole 
horizon
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Black hole 
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Quantum Entanglement across a black hole horizon



Black hole 
horizon

Quantum Entanglement across a black hole horizon

There is quantum entanglement 
between the inside and outside of 

a black hole



Black hole 
horizon

Quantum Entanglement across a black hole horizon

Hawking (1975) used other arguments to show 
that black hole horizons have  
a temperature and an entropy

(The entanglement reasoning: to an outside 
observer, the state of the electron inside the black 

hole cannot be known, and so the outside 
electron is in a random state. )



Quantum Black Holes

Horizon

Matter of infinite density!

This allowed Hawking to 
avoid the contradictions 

associated with the 
singularity at the center 

of the black hole.

Hawking obtained the black hole entropy by  
semiclassical computations for an observer  

outside the black hole horizon.



Ludwig Boltzmann 
20 February 1844 - September 5, 1906 

Vienna, Austria

 
Statistical interpretation of entropy 

(1870)
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S = kB logW

Density of quantum states D(E) = exp(S(E)/kB)



Quantum Black Holes

Horizon

Matter of infinite density!

This allowed Hawking to 
avoid the contradictions 

associated with the 
singularity at the center 

of the black hole.

Hawking obtained the black hole entropy by  
semiclassical computations for an observer  

outside the black hole horizon.



Quantum Black Holes

Hawking obtained the black hole entropy by  
semiclassical computations for an observer  

outside the black hole horizon.

Can we find a quantum theory for the collapsed 
matter at the center of the black hole,  

whose density of quantum states matches the 
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, in accordance with 
Boltzmann’s principles of statistical mechanics ?



From the SYK model 
to a quantum theory of 

charged black holes



Maxwell’s electromagnetism  
and Einstein’s general relativity  

allow black hole solutions with a net charge 

~x ⇣



Zooming into the near-
horizon region of a charged 

black hole at low 
temperature, yields a 

quantum theory in one 
space (   ) and one time 

dimension
⇣

Maxwell’s electromagnetism  
and Einstein’s general relativity  

allow black hole solutions with a net charge 

~x ⇣



Maxwell’s electromagnetism  
and Einstein’s general relativity  

allow black hole solutions with a net charge 

~x ⇣
The quantum versions of 
Maxwell’s and Einstein’s 

equations in this  
two-dimensional spacetime are 
also the equations describing 
electron entanglement in the 

SYK model!



The SYK provides the 
needed realization of the 
black hole interior, and its 
density of quantum states 

matches gravitational 
entropy computations for 

charged black holes !

Maxwell’s electromagnetism  
and Einstein’s general relativity  

allow black hole solutions with a net charge 

~x ⇣



Recap



The SYK model describes multi-particle 
quantum entanglement resulting in the  

loss of identity of the particles 
 

In one set of variables, it describes  
the strange electrical properties of YBCO 

 
 

In a dual set of variables it describes 
charged black holes

The Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model

Sachdev (2010), Kitaev (2015), Maldacena Stanford (2015)

Sachdev, Ye (1993)
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• Absence of quasiparticles, as in the SYK model

and the strange metal

• Fractionalization and new emergent particles,

as in spin liquids.

• Higher temperature superconductivity (?)

• A quantum theory of the interior of a black hole.

The many faces of multi-particle entanglement
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